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Surface area formulas for all prisms and cylinders are the same.  All of them (two x base area) plus (perimeter base x height object). Despite the fact that the prism is a three-dimensional object, its area is two-dimensional. Study and practice Level 4-5 Surface Area - pi-textcolorsion, r'textcolor, red- l' - pi textcolorblue'r'r'2 Where
textcolorblue'r is the radius of the cone. textcolorredl is the sloping height of a cone. Surface area: 2'pi (textcolor)blue r (textcolor) red, 2 pitextcolorr2 Where textcolorbluer is the radius of the cylinder. textcolorredh is the height of the cylinder. Surface area - 4'pi (textcolor-blue) 2 Where is the radius of the sphere. Find the surface area of
the pyramid based on the square shown: all 4 of its triangular faces are identical. We only need to develop an area of one and then multiply it by 4 to get the area out of them all. The area of the triangle is frac{1}{2}bh and here the base is 5 cm, and the height of 8 cm. dfrac{1}{2}times5'times8'20'text see. The base area is 5 x 2 cm. Thus,
the total surface area is -25 x 80 cm. Text 2 Find the surface area of the cylinder, giving an answer to 4 significant figures.  (3 tags) We know that the formula for the surface area of the cylinder is the surface area - 2'pi r h and 2'pi r'2 From the chart, which we can see: - radius, r, No 12'div 2 - 6 mm - the height of the cylinder is 25 mm.
Then we can apply them to the equation: (2 time pi times 6 times 25 ) (2 time pi time 62) The surface area of the cone shown : 3 tags Formula for the surface of the cone area is the surface area of the cone where the base radius is located and L is sloping height. Thus, the surface area of this cone is pi-time 402pitimes40times55'11938.1
text m'2'text (1 dp) Sphere with surface area of 1,025 text m'2 is shown. Work out the length of the radius. Give your answer to 2 important numbers. (3 tags) Sphere surface formula is a surface area of the sphere, 4'pi r'2 We know that the surface area is 1025 m2, so we can set a formula above equal to 1025 to get 4'pi r'2'1025 Then if we
divide both sides into 4'pi, we will get r'2'1025'div4'pi'81.5669... Finally, square rooting is we get r'sqrt 81.5669 ... The cuboid has 6 flat rectangular faces, and we will need areas of all of them. In particular, there are 3 pairs of faces, as the front and rear faces are the same, the upper and lower faces are the same, and the left and right
faces are the same. First, the front of the rectangle with 4 mm and 2.5 mm wide, so it has an area of 4 times2.510 text mm 2 so the rear face also has an area of 10text mm mm . The face on the right has a length of 6 mm and a height of 4 mm, so it has an area of 6 times424 text mm 2 So the left person also has an area of 24text mm 2
the face on top has a length of 6 mm and a width of 2.5 mm, so it has an area of 6 times2.515 text mm 2 so the lower part of the face also has an area of 15text .2. So by adding all these values together, we get the total surface area to be 10 '10'24'24'15'98'98'text'mm'2 We know that the entire surface area is 120 'text'cm'2, and we also
know the radius. To work off the sloping height, we first need to figure out what a curved surface area is. In other words, we need to subtract the surface area of the base of the cone (as it is the only other person) out of 120 to get a curved surface area. The basis is the circle, so its area: pi time 3 2 9pi'text2 Subtracting this from the
general we have 120-9'pi'91.725... This is written as a decimal to give an idea of how big it is, but when you put it in a calculator you should either use the ANS key to store the value, or you should directly enter in 120-9'pi. If you don't think about it, it might affect your final answer. Now, this is due to the area of the curved face, and the
formula for the area of the curved face is given to us: pi rl 3'pi l (as we know r'3). So by setting this formula equal to the cost that we've developed, we'll get 3'pi l'120-9'pi Then to find the sloping height, we'll divide the two sides into 3'pi to get dfrac120-9'pi'pi'pi'9'text. First, we need to work out the surface area of the sphere. Thus, with r'8.5,
we get the text surface of the area 4 timespi'times (8.5)2'907.920... Now, since each pot covers ten square meters, we have to divide that value by 10 to see how many pots it will require: 907.920... 10'90.720... Because he can't buy exactly 90.720... pots, he'll have to buy 91 to cover the entire sphere. So the cost of all its paint will be 91
times 9.60 pounds873.60 That's a lot of paint. Area of two triangular faces: text 2 times dfrac{1}{2} times 6 times 8 48 text cm 2 Area of rectangular base, text6 times 11 x 66 text see 2 To find the area of the two sides, we must first find the slanted height of the prism: textABsqrt 8222 sqrt{73} , area of two sides: text area 2times 11times
sqrt{73} Total surface area : text surface area 4866 sqrt{73} 301.97text see 2 The area of the base of the sqaure is, text12times12144text2 Search for midpoint length from dc to E: sqrt 10,22, {136}, {136}, » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » 279.89'text'cm'2 Total Surface Area: textsurface area 279.89144' 423'text'2 Page 2 Level 4-5
Formula Formula Volume prism: Text Volume of the prism textcolorred text cross section area timestextcolor blue length of text It is for any prism, including cuboids and cylinders, and you should remember this formula. So for Cylinders it would be: V - textcolorred'pi r'2 - textcolorblue'text' length time: Below is a triangular prism. The
triangular face has a base of 6 cm and a perpendicular height of 5 cm. The length of the prism is 3.5 cm. Work out the volume of the shape. In this case, the cross-section is a triangle, so we need to multiply the triangle area by length. We get: Text Textcolorreddfrac{1}{2}times5times5textcolorred{15}text2 Thus, textcolor volumered {15}
times textcolor3.5.5.5.3. Formulas for the volume of pyramids and cones: Text Pyramid volume dfrac{1}{3}timestextcolorred'text the area of the base timestextcolor-blue text perpendicular height Textvolume cone dfrac{1}{3} time textcolor redpi2 (textcolor2 The base has a side length of 14 mm, and the pyramid has a perpendicular height
of 25 mm. so we have to find one-third of the square time area in height. We get: Text Base Area textcolor142 Textcolorred {196}text mm2 Therefore, TextThe volume of the pyramid dfrac{1}{3} time textcolor red {196}timestextcolor blue {25}1633.3 text mm Formula for sphere volume: textsphere volume (dfrac{4}{3} textcolorredpi
(textcolor)blue : Below is a sphere with a radius of textcolor {4} cm Calculate the volume of the sphere.  Give your answer to 3 important numbers.  We know that the radius of the sphere is 4 cm, so we need to introduce this into the formula. The scope of the sphere dfrac{4}{3} textcolorredpi (textcolorblue{4}) 3 268 text cm 3 (3 sf) Shape
below was made by attaching the cone to the top of the cylinder. The base of the cylinder has a radius of 4 mm, the height of the part of the cylinder - 3 mm, and the height of the cone part - 5.5 mm. Calculate the volume of the entire shape. Therefore, to work out the volume of the form, you need to work out two volumes separately. First,
the cylinder is a type of prism, so we calculate the following: text of the volume of the cylinder pitimes42'times3'48'pi Next, we have to work out the volume of the cone: vertical height 5.5 mm and radius of 4 mm. Thus, we get the text of the cone dfrac{1}{3}pi'times42'times5.5'dfrac{88}{3}'pi Then, the volume of the form is the sum of these
two answers: text volume of the entire form 48pi'dfrac{88}{3}'pi 242.9498... (1 dp) To find volume, we just have to multiply all three lengths together: text volume3 'times12'times16'576'text'cm'3 The volume of the square base pyramid is given according to the following formula: text (volume) dfrac{1}{3} time text base area time text height
given in question in the equation above, we find that , text (text) dfrac{1}{3} time 5 {2} time 12100 text3 So to develop the volume of the prism, we need to multiply the section area by length. In this case, the cross-section is a trapeze, and the trapeze area: text cross-section dfrac{1}{2} times (4560) times20 1050 text cm2 The length of the
prism is 80 cm, so we get: text volume prism 1,050times8084,000 text cm3 It may seem a little different, but it actually comes a lot. First, we have to write a volume from the point of view of x. The volume of the pyramid is one third of the base time area at perpendicular height. We know that the base area is 18 cm2, and the expression we
are given for height is xx 5, so the volume is 18.5 x 218 times (x{1}{3}-5) 6 (x-5) Now the question has also given us volume: 54'text'cm'3, so we can equate this value to the expression we found above, and voila , we have an equation: 6 (x'5) Now 54 We solve this equation to find x. First, divide the two sides into 6 to get: x'5'54'div6'9
Then, subtracting 5 on both sides, we get the answer to be: x'9-5'text'cm' We will work out of the volume of the cylinder, and then the hemisphere, and add together the values. The cylinder is a prism, which means that to find the volume, we have to multiply the area of the circular cross section along its length. The radius of the circle is 2.3
m and the length is 5.6 m, so we get: text the volume of the cylinder time (2,3)2'times5.6 approximately 93.07textm'm'3 Note: Keep the full answer stored in the calculator to add it to another value at the end. Next we are given a sphere volume formula, so to find the volume of the hemisphere, we will use this formula and then half the
result. The radius of the hemisphere is the same as that of the cylinder, 2.3, so we get: text of the hemisphere volume dfrac{1}{2}times left (dfrac{4}{3}pi'times (2.3)3'right) total form: 93.0665... surface area of cuboids and triangular prisms worksheet
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